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OINEMATOGRAPHIC PRINTER 

- Malcolm H. Ames, Los Angeles, Calif., and 
, ' Leonard T. .Troland, deceased, late of Cam 

bridge, Mass” by Cambridge Trust Company, 
= executor, Cambridge, Mass., assignors tov Techi 
nicolor Motion Picture Corporation, Hollywood, 
.Calif., a corporation ofMaine - ' 

Application ‘October 1932’, Serial No. 640,510 
> 27 Claims. ‘(01. 88-24) 

fI‘he’printing of complemental ?lm strips'from 
negative ?lms bearing several?seriesvoi',v images, 
for example on machines of the general char-' 

- actor of the ?lm printer. described'andjclaimed 
5 

' therefore the principal object of the present in-"' 

in the Patent No. 1,738,095 to Herbert 0. Carlton, 
dated December ,3, 1929, involves the manipula-' 
tion of at least three ?lm strips andthe opera-J 
tion of several ?lm movements and of -a number i 
of auxiliary devices] .It is difficult to coordinate 
the operations of these various elements so as 
to avoid waste of time and ?lm, especially if only 
short positive ?lm strips are to 'be'p'rinted. It is 

vention to provide a cinematographic multiple 
'“ printer which performs the operations necessary 

‘ for printing complemental ?lm strips under vari 

20 

ous conditions, substantially independent of. the 
attention of ‘the operator. Other objects are to 
provide for they automatic printing of normal or _ 
short length positive ?lm strips'from a ?lm bear 
ing series of alternate juxtaposed color separa~ 
tion negatives, to-provide for the automatic 

, “starting and stop of ?lm movements of}. multi 
pleprinter in order to simplify its operation and Y 
to ‘avoid waste, to providefor the adaptability 

» ofisuch a printer to' varying printing require 

30 

. } inents, to provide for‘ automatic control of the 
printing lights of a multiple printer during nor 
mal printing or test printing for control pur 
poses, to provide for safe and easily adjustable 

I operation, control, and‘ adaptation to varying 

bi Li 

49 

conditions of an electrically controlledlmultiple 
printer, tofprovide special clutches, clutch con 
trol devices ‘and switches for’ a printer of this 
type, and generally to provide an automatic mul 
tiple projection printer which provides i'or' the 
simpli?ed, yet controll'ably correct manufacture‘ 
of separate positive ‘?lms from multiple color 

. separation negatives. . ~ ~ _ 

91in one ‘aspect of the ‘invention, the new ma 
chine,’ which‘, prints ‘5 simultaneously irom ., com 
;ple‘mental negative pictures upon a single nega 
5tive {?lm strip, startsto‘ print’ from one series of 

_ ‘complementalpictures; then, after-'akperiod dur- ; 
1 ing whichthei?rst ‘picture. offthe second series‘ 
of negatives has; reachedits aperture,- automati 
icallystarts" the : printing’ of ’ > that second series. 
.If only’a certainleng’th.v oftposi'tive mm is re-, 

. printed, and thereafter stops the printing of the ‘ 

~rquir'ed itrstops ‘?rst the ‘printing of one series 
of‘ pictures. after the‘ required length has been 

other series-with the picture complementalto the 
.last 1.,printed, picture of thev?rst series.;, I. 
{In another aspect.,~the,i_nvention contemplates 

vthe-automatic control 'of the printing , light 

on lines 1-1 of Fig. 4; 

' cal equipment of the'machine. 

sources of-a ?lmprinter either in accordance . 
with the varying character of the scenesdepicted 
on the, ?lm, or optionally independent thereof 
‘in predetermined regular steps. 'For this pur 
pose means are provided for‘ controlling the exi- 6 ' 
posure light dimmers ‘with markings of the nega 
tive film, and also means for, controlling dim 
mers from the driving mechanism of‘ the ma‘; - 

10 
chine and provisions forv optionally employing" 
either systemaccording to requirements. ' 

‘ “In av further aspect,"the invention contem 
plates an electric control system for performing 
or initiating the various functions of a multiple _ 
projection printer,- for changing from one mode 
of operation to another,‘ for mutually excluding 15 » 
several possible functions of the printer and for 
making the machine generally fool-proof. _The 
invention also'provides for electrically controlled 
mechanicallclutches which are especially adapted 
for a machine oiv this ‘kind since they eliminate!!!‘ _ 
‘any uncertainty'and inexactness of operation. I: ' 

Additional objects of the invention will beap 
parent from the following description of, a typi-. 
cal concrete embodiment illustrated by drawings, 

inwhich: -, I Fig. 1 is a side elevation of the'new printer; 
Fig. 2 isa diagrammatic “plan thereof; ' 

. Fig. 3 is a vertical crossesection on lines. 3-—3v ' 
ofFigs.1and4;' a, ‘I, , 

,‘Fig. 4 is a side elevation of the gear box ‘.endof 
the vmachine, with part of the machine Ibed 
broken ‘away and the gearbox-in ‘section; 
Fig.5 ‘is a cross-section through the coupling‘ ' 

mechanism 'on lines 54-5, of Fig. 4; - ' 
Fig. 6 is a cross-section on line 6—'G of Fig. 5; ' 35 
Fig‘. 7 is a cross-section through the gear box 

Fig. 8 is a cross-section on lines 8-4 of Fig. 4; 
. ' Fig. 9‘is an enlarged front view'of a cam disk; 

Fig. 10 is a section thereofron‘ line |o-|o 01' 4° _ 
Fig-9;’ 1.. o . ' , 

‘Fig. ll‘is a cross-section on lines-il-Iiof _ 

Fig. 12 is a section on lines l2--'i2 of Fig. 11; 
_ . Fig. I3 fisa cross-section on lines ‘Iii-l3] of; 4'5"‘ 
mg. , . , > 4 .. ' v . . V v . 

Fig. 14 is a longitudinal seem on lines |4-|4. 
~of Fig. 18 with‘thevdisk switch shown; andv - 

the electri- 50 Fig. 15 is a connectionidiagram vof 

‘Referring to Figs. land 2, the general arrange 
mentof' the embodiment of the invention chosen‘ 
for the purpose of illustration will- ?rst be de 
scribed. , Raising-from a base plate l,'legs 2 sup-j 

"port a bed'plate I: :(not'shown: in'diagrammatic 55 
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Fig. 2), which \provides a rigid table on which 
the mechanisms of the printer proper are mount 
ed. The printing lamps are contained in av lamp 
housing L which can be brought into printing 
position and swung back from the printer by 
means of a parallelogram 5 and a yielding sup 
port 6. The arrangement of the light‘ sources is 
‘not part of the present invention and is therefore 
not described in detail. Next to the lamp hous 
ing are boxes for negative or primary ?lm move 
ments, which will be referred to herein as “nega 
tive ?lm heads” II and I2. They may form a 
single unit as indicated in Fig. 2 and have light 
proof doors with hinges I3 and locks I4. To the 
top of the negative heads is vfastened a negative 
reel support I6 with a negative ?lm supply reel 1, 
and a similar negative ?lm take-up reel 8 coaxial 
thereto. The negative ?lm strip N- is unwound 
from ‘I, enters negative head H through a light 
seal at I1,,is threaded through a suitabl, negative 
?lm movement and negative aperture w' hin neg 
ative head II, leaves II at the bottom, is turned 
180°, enters negative head I2 at the bottom, is 
threaded through a negative ?lm movement and 
negative aperture within head I2, leaves I2 at the 
top at I8 and is wound upon reel 8. Next to 
the negative heads are lens supports .2I and 22 
for optical systems suitable for a projection print 
er of this type. Light-proof tubes 23 (Eig. 1) 
.connect with positive heads 3| and 32, each 
having a door with a horizontal hinge 26 and a 
lock 21 and supporting a positive reel. support 34 
with light tight~?lm supply and take-up reel 
housings 35 and 36, the reels being driven from 
the printer drive by suitable means not' shown as 
not forming an essential part of the present in 
vention. A positive ?lm G coming from 35 enters ' 
head 3I at 31, is fed past a positive aperture by _ 
a suitable positive or secondary ?lm movement 
within the positive head 3I;\leaves its top at 38 
and is wound up within 36. Similarly, a second 
positive ?lm R enters positive head 32 at 39, is 
fed past its positive aperture, leaves 32 at 40 and 
is wound upon its take-up reel.’ In this manner, r 
a negative ?lm- strip N, bearing two series of 
alternating complemental pictures, as for exam 
ple records of corresponding color‘ aspects of an ' 
object ?eld, passes ?rst through the negative aper 
ture of negative head II from where every other 
‘picture is projected towards the positive aperture 
of head 3 I. onto positive ?lm G which is advanced 
within 3I with half the _speed of the negative ?lm 
strip. The negative strip is then ‘conducted 
through the second negative head I2 whence the ' 
pictures of the second series of pictures are pro- - 
jected towards the second positive head 32 with 
the second positive ?lm strip‘R. It will be under 
stood that this operation is not limited to two 
series’of complemental images, or to series of 
color aspect records, but hereinafter the negative 
and positive elements of the two sides'of the 
printer will ‘be designated as “red" and "green", 
respectively, assuming that the negative ?lm strip 
contains alternately red and green color records 

_ of a two-color process for taking pictures in nat 
ural colors. It will also be understood that ?lm 
stripll must not necessarily contain negative im 
ages, but that it may be a positive strip bearing 
picture series to be separated.‘ ‘ . 

Power, is supplied to the printer by an electric 
motor A mounted on base plate I,' which drives 
over sprockets 4I and chains 42-, 43, a sprocket 
wheel,“ on shaft 46 (Fig. 2) journaled in the 
bed plate. Shaft 46 also. has handwheels H ?xed " 
‘thereto over resilient clutches 49 (Fig. 13) so that 
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the machine ‘can be manually operated if de 
sired, as for example for threading the ?lms; 
adjusting the clutch mechanisms, etc. Shaft 46 
drives a worm gear 5|, 52 (Figs. 13 and 14) and a 
gear 53, 54, both gears being enclosed in a gear 
box 55 which also supports shaft 56 for gear 
wheels 52 and 53. A main shaft 60 extends over 
the whole length of the bed -plate‘3, is keyed to 
gear wheel 54, and supported by journals mount 
ed in the ?lm heads and the clutch mechanism, 
as will be apparent from the “drawings without 
further explanation. Within the negative heads, 
shaft 60 has ?xed thereto a bevel gear wheel 66 

. (Fig. 2) driving the negative ?lm sprockets and 
the negative ?lm' reels, and a gear wheel 61 from 
which the negative ?lm movements are driven. 
At the other end, shaft 60 has a gear wheel 10 
meshing with two gear wheels 68 and 69 within 
a housing 15 keyed to auxiliary shafts 13 and 14 
(Figs. 2 and '7 ). These auxiliary driving shafts 
canv be coupled with two side shafts ‘II and 12 
by clutches III and 82, shafts 1I and 12 constitut 
ing separate driving means for each positive move 
ment. Side shafts VH and 12 also have gear 
wheels 9I and 92 for the clutch control mecha- ' 
nism which will bepescribed in detail hereinafter. 
Side shafts 1I and 12 have further cams 93 and 
94 for the machine dimmer switches and the‘ 

' main shaft 60 has a switch disk_80 for the safety 
switch. These switches and their function will 
also be described later in detail. The machine 
frame further supports an electrically operated 
motor brake W, a starter S, a control board 3 
and remote control buttons P. ' 
As mentioned before, main shaft 60 drives two 

auxiliary shafts 13 and 14 through gears 10, 66 
and 69 which are protected by a housing 15 (Fig. 
'7). The auxiliary shafts 13, 14 are hollow and 
journaled upon the side-shafts, and together with 

' these shafts 1I and, 12 in‘end bearing blocks 88 
screwed. to bed plate 3 (Fig. 6). .Only one'clutch 

has at one end a ?ange 16 with a clutch‘tooth 
11 (Figs. 3, 4, 5, 6) . Theside shaft 1| has‘a cor 
responding‘clutch sleeve 89 shiftably keyed there 
to, which can be moved by means ‘of collars 18, 19, 
ring IM and fork I02. Sleeve 89 has'also-one 
tooth 96, so that the clutch- halves can only 
engage at a certain relative position of the two 
shafts. The fork I02 is journaled on a shaft I01 
supported by bosses I03 and I09 of clutch gear 
support 95 and has two stops I35, I36 with ad 
justment screws extending opposite of fork I02. 
Keyed to shaft I 01 is a clutch actuator I 03 with 
a cylinder I04, a plunger I05 and a spring I06 
tending to move the plunger outwardly. The 
plunger has an edge- IIO (Figs. 3 and 5) ‘which 

- cooperates in a manner which will be described 
hereinafter, with a roller III, journaled in bosses 
H2 and H3 of support 95. Also keyed to shaft 
I01 is a hub I32 with a toothed segment I3I .and 
on the opposite side a follower ‘arm I33. Within 
the bed plate 3 are fastened solenoids I20, I2I 
(Figs. 3 and 4) with armatures I22 having pins 
-I23 engaged by form I24 of .an ‘arm> I25 fast to 
a hub I25 rotatably mounted upon bosses II4 
and H5 of clutch gear support 95. Hub I26 also 
has a toothed segment ‘I28 meshing with seg- ‘ 
ment I3I. ‘ 

v The follower arm I33 'has an extension I34 
(Fig. 4) which protrudes into'the spacebetween 
the adjustment screws of stops I35 and I36 which 
are integral with clutch fork I02. The arm I33 

The hollow shaft 13. 

to 

40 

control mechanism will be described, thesecond. , 
- being essentially similar. 

50, 

75 
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has a follower I31 cooperating with a cam to 
be described later. ‘ 1 ' 

Thegear wheels 9| and 92 keyed to shafts 
’ II and 12 drive on both red and green sides, 

10 

15 

over trains of gears I4I, I42, I43, two shafts I44 
, and I45 which are journaled in clutchgear sup 
ports 83 and 95 (Figs. 3, 4, liand 12). Shaft 
I44 has on one end a switch disk I8I for the edge 
printer switches EG and ER to be described later, 
and shaft I45 has af?xed tov one end thereof a 
clutch control ?ange I 5I and to the other end 
the disk I64 of delay switch D, also to be de 
scribed later. A cam. disk I52 rotates onex 
tension I 53 of ?ange I 5I, being secured thereto 
by a screw as shown in Fig. 10. Disk I52 has a 
connector I54 with plunger I55, spring I56 and 
cross-pin I51. If the plunger extends intoper 

. foration I59 of ?ange I 5!, disk I52 rotates with 

20 

25 

?ange I5I and shaft I45, whereas disk I52 turns 
loosely on shaft and ?ange if the plunger ‘is re~ 
tracted and kept in that position by turning‘knob 
I58 so that pin I51, previously inserted in slot 
II60 of connector I54, now rests on the edge there-' 
of, retaining‘ plunger I55 in retracted position. 
Disk I52 has adjustably attached thereto a cam 
vblock I6I having an oblique face I52 adapted to 
actuate follower I31. 

~ The delay switch disk I84 with which, 'in the, 
‘present embodiment, only the a green side is 

30 

35 

40 
‘v hinged at I13. 

‘a plate I12 hinged to the support at I13. 
plate has an- adjustable screw‘ contact I14 oppo- ‘ 

equipped, (Figs. 11 and 12) has slots I65 and I66. 
by means of which acam I61 can be screwed to 
one of two diametrically opposite points of the I 
disk. The delay'switch D comprises a support 
"I screwed to a ?ange I68 of support 83, and 

The 

site a similar contact I15 of the support, and is 
pressed by spring I10 towards an arm I18 with 
(oblique faces I11, I18 adapted to cooperatewith 
cam I61 of disk I64 and, together with plate I12, 

to, separate the two contacts. which are closed 
during the period when cam I61 passes over faces 
I11 and I18, whereby spring I10 prevents break 
age which might result from an unyielding arq 
rangem'entr ' 

The clutch control device operates as follows: 
, Assuming that the clutch is disengaged and that 

50 
'tracts armature I22 and moves lever arm I25 - 

60 
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,?ned by the speed of .the printer. 

the machine runs with auxiliary shafts 13j'and 
14 rotating, if solenoid‘ I2I is energized, it at» 

(Fig. 4) to the left thereby turning hub I32 on 
shaft I01 through gear segments‘ I28 and I3I. 
This moves arm I33 with extension‘ I34 towards 
the left of Fig‘. 4 (to the right of Fig. 6) ., The 
extension I34 strikes stop I35 and movesv clutch 
sleeve 89 toward the left of Fig. 6 into engage 
ment with the other clutch half. Since 'each' 
clutch half has only one tooth, shafts 13 and 
1I can only be coupled once within each turn of 
the shafts, at‘a certain point of the cycles de 

Upon shaft 
1I being coupled to‘ shaft 13, the gear train 9I, 
-I4I, I42, I43 starts to rotate ?ange I5I slowly, 
the relative speed of shaft I45 depending upon 
the proportions of the gear train. If disk I52 is 
coupled to'?ange I5I with plunger I55 as above 
described, cam I6I slowly approaches follower 
»I31 and moves it towards the right of Fig. 4. 
‘Extension I 34 comes into contact with stop I36 
which moves fork I02 towards the left, thereby 
opening the clutch. The clutch actuator I03 

* assures positive action of the clutch in the follow 

75 
ing manner. Rotation of hub I32, due either to 
action of the solenoid I2I or the cam I62‘ is trans 

An adjustable spring I10 tends‘ 

present invention. ' - 

. p 3 

mitted through shaft I01 to cylinder I04 and 
the edge IIO of the plunger I105 moves towards . 
roller' III. One plunger face being pressed 
against the roller causes the plunger to be moved 
into the cylinder against the force of spring I06, 
until edge IIO reaches the top of the roller. At 
that moment, the spring and the other plunger 
face cause the cylinder-to move quickly for 
ward, extension I34 suddenly advances towards 
stop I35 or I36 respectively, and quickly engages 

, or disengages the clutch. By suitably choosing 
the rate of rotation of ?ange I5I, the dimensions 
of the clutch actuator and the position of cam 
‘I62 relative to the positions of shaft H, the 
clutch can be engaged or ‘disengaged, and re 
tained in its respective position at a predeter 
mined point within the working cycle of the ma 
chine. By disconnecting disk I52 from ?ange 
I3I, the automatic uncoupling function can be 
eliminated, and, if desired, the clutch disengaged 
by manually moving the arm I33 to the right of 

, Fig. 4. 

The clutch control mechanism for the positive 
head 32 of the red side operates in a similar man 
ner. In the‘ embodiment herein described,-the 
clutch BI is closed through energizing magnet 
MI by means of push button, and clutch 82 
through energizing magnet I20 ‘by closing the 
contacts I14 and I15 of delay switch D, as will be 
explained in detail hereinafter. It will now be 
apparent that, by. properly positioning cams I6I, 
I63 and control switch cam I61, clutch 8I can be 
closed, that after a certain time, clutch 82 can 
also be closed by means of the delay switch D 
energizing solenoid I20, that, after a predeter 

20 

25 

30 

mined time, clutch 8I can be opened through the ‘ 
action‘of cam I6I, and that ?nally, again after. 
a certain period, clutch 82 can be opened through 

_ cam I83. 

The intermediate gear shafts I44 of the‘iclutch 
gear supports have a?ixed thereto, as mentioned 
before, switch disks I8I of‘edge printer switches 
EG and ER. Disk I8I (Figs. 4 and 11) is'made 
of insulating material and has a conducting in- , 
sert I82, which electrically connects contacts I83 
and I84, once during every turn of shaft I“. 
Since the rotatory speed of shaft I44 has a de? 
nite relation to that of the main shaft, the con 
tacts I83 and I84 make contact at predetermined 
intervals within the working cycle of the machine, 
for a purpose to be explained hereinafter. 

Between clutch control supports and positive. 
heads, there is on each side" a switch MG and MR. 
respectively, herein referred to as machine dim 
mer switches (Figs. 4 and 8). These switches 
are mounted on a switch support I9I' with switch 
support plates I92 screwed thereto, and switch 
levers I93 hinged to the support plate at I94. 
Adjustable contacts I95 and I98 are fastened to 

40 

the plate and lever respectively, and-a spring 60 
I91 tends to press these contacts together. .Fol 

. lowers I98 on levers I93 cooperate with cam disks 
93 and" 94 fast on shafts H and 12. These 
switches make one contact during each revolution 
of side shafts H and 12, and their function will 65 
be described hereinafter. I ‘ 

Side shafts H and 12 extend intothe two posi- ' 
tive heads where they drive the respective ?lm 
movements in suitable manner, as well as the 
four positive ?lm reels mounted on the positive 70 
heads. Neither these movements nor the drives 
are shown, since their design is not part of the 

The main shaft passes between the positive 
boxes as shown in Fig. 2 and on the other side of 
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these boxes operates a switch C, herein referred 
to as safety switch (Figs. 13 and 14) . The safety 
switch comprises a disk 80 of insulating material 
fast on shaft 60 and having a metallic insert 202. 
Two contacts 204, 205 are supported by a plate 
206 screwed to bed plate 3, and slide on disk 80. 
The safety switch is therefore adapted to close 
a circuit during each turn of the main shaft, for 
a purpose to be explained later. 
Intermediate the two negative heads II and I2 

the main shaft has keyed thereto‘the gear wheel 
61 and the bevel gear wheel 66. As described 
hereinbefore, gear wheel 61 drives over appropri 
ate gear trains the ?lm movements of boxes II 
and I2, and bevel gear 66 similarly, over a verti 
cal shaft, the ?lm reels 1 and 6. These more or 
less conventional drives are not shown, as not 
constituting an‘ essential part of the invention. 
As also mentioned before, the negative movements~ 
advance the negative ?lm N, in the embodiment 
herein described, two frames for each advanced 
frame of the positive ?lms, since the green and 
red color records which alternateupon the nega 
tive ?lm are to be printed separately upon adja 
cent frames of the respective positive ?lms. The 
speeds of the main shaft and the side shafts can 
be suitably varied, but in the present embodiment, - 
the main shaft makes one revolution per two ?lm 
advancing steps, that is per one picture change, 
and the side shafts make one revolution per one 
advancing step. 
Referring to Fig. 15, the electriccontrol ar 

rangement of the new printer will now be de 
scribed. The main terminals 20I, 202 of the ma 
chine are supplied with suitable "current and lead 
to a starting switch S having an auxiliary con 
tact 204. Switch S can be closed by means of a 
magnet 205 adapted to. be energized from the 
line through a circuit including conductor 226, 
normally open starting push buttons 23| (with 
conductor 221) and 232, normallyclosed stop 
ping switches 233, 234, X, Y, and conductor 228. 
Starting and stopping push buttons may be con 
veniently mounted at various easily accessible 
points of the machine, as indicated in Fig. 1 at 
P. Switches X and Y are auxiliary switches 
which will herein be referred to as “butter?y 
switch” and “stop pin switch” respectively and 
whose function will be explained later. If auxil 
iary contact 204 is closed, magnet 205 is directly 
supplied through conductor 221, which short cir 

‘" cuits the starting buttons, thereby establishing a 
holding circuit. The motor A is connected be 
hind switch S, has a brake W comprising disk 24| 
and brake magnet 242 which lifts the brake 243 
from the brake disk if the motor is supplied with 
current. Conductors 246 and 241 lead to the 
change-over switch 250, conveniently arranged 
on switchboard B (Fig. 1), and provided with 
twelve contacts 25l to 256 and 263 to 268, and 
six contact knives 251 to 262, in the manner 
shown in Fig. 15. Change-over contact knives 
258, 259, 260, 26! are directly connected to con 
ductor 241, whereas the two remaining contact 
knives 251 and 262 lead to terminals of dimmer 
control magnets 2H and 212 which operate re 
sistances or dimmers DG and DR controlling the 
intensity of two printing lamps. LG for the green 
side and LR for the red side, which are suitably 
arranged in lamp housing L. Arrangements for 
controlling dimmers of printing lights with cur 
rent impulses are well known in the art and 
therefore not described herein in detail. The 
other terminals of dimmer control magnets 211 
and 212, respectively, are connected to printer 

date. 
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or film movement operated machine dimmer 
switches MG and MR, whose mechanical design 
has been described hereinbefore (Figs. 1 and 8) . 
These machine dimmer switches are further con 
nected to contacts 252 and 255 of switch 250. 
In parallel to the dimmer switches are two 
switches FG and FR herein referred to as "?lm 
dimmer switches”, which lead to contacts 264 
and 261 of switch 250. The ?lm'dimmer‘ switches 
are operated in a well known manner by notches 10 
or nicks in the negative ?lm for varying the 
printing light intensity in accordance with re 
quirements of varying scenes depicted on the ?lm 
to be printed. Contacts 253 and 265 lead over 
a normally open push button switch 215, herein 15 I 
referred to as “clutch starting switch”, to the 
safety switch C whose mechanical design has 
been described hereinbefore. Contacts 254 and 
266lead to delay switch D, likewise described 
hereinbefore. The other terminals of C and D‘ 20 . 
are connected to the two clutch magnets I20 and 
I 2| respectively, whose other terminals lead to 
conductor 246. The remaining contacts 25l , 256, 
263 and 268 are also joined to lead 246 and com 
plete the clutch control circuit. 
switches EG and ER, described hereinbefore, are 
in series with edge printer solenoids 29I and 
292 and either of these switches and solenoids 
can be connected to the current supply busses 
by means of a change-over switch 213. These 
solenoids operate shutters associated with the 
?lm apertures in negative heads II and i2 and 
control the exposure of marginal marks on the 
negative ?lms for selectively printing such marks 
upon the positive ?lms. The edge printer con 
trol arrangement is not part of the present in 
vention, but forms the subject matter of the co 
pending application for “Film marking”, of 
Leonard T. Troland, Serial No. 640,511, of even 

30 

35 

40 
The operation of the new printer is as follows; 

If it is intended to copy during a so-called 
“straight run” a length of negative ?lm contain 
ing for example two sets of alternate comple 
mental green and red color image records, upon 
two positive ?lm strips, referred to as “green posi 
tive” and~“red positive”, the three ?lms are 
threaded in their respective movements as de 
scribed hereinbefore, the cam disks I52 are dis 
connected by retracting and turning connector ' 
knob i 58, and switch 250 is closed in its lower 
position, so that contacts 251 to 262 connect with 
contacts 263 to 268, respectively. In this posi 
tion, switch 250 establishes the following circuits. 
Dimmer control circuits are closed from 246 55 
through 263, 251, 21I, FG, 264, 258 to 241 for the 
green side and from 246 through 268, 262, 212, 
FR, 261, 261 to 241 for the red side. Clutch con 
trol circuits are closed from 246 through I2l, C, 
215,265, 259 to 241 and from 246 through I29, 00 
D, 266, 260 to 241. The printer can 'now be 
started by pressing starter button 231 or 232 and 
the negative movements commence to feed the 
negative ?lm. If an appropriate length of the 
negative lead has passed through negative head 65 
H, button 215 is pressed and closes clutch Si by 
energizing solenoid l2| whereupon positive head 
3| starts to advance the green positive ?lm G. In 
order to avoid closing of the clutch when its teeth 
are in coincidence, the contact closing segment 70 
202 of the safety switch C is so arranged with 
respect to the two engaging tooth faces of the 
clutch, that the energizing'circuit of I2I can only 
be closed by pressing 215, if the clutch teeth 
are not in superposition. Preferably, the seg- 75' 

The edge printer 25 ' 
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ment closes the circuit shortly before, the‘ faces 

; approach each other, and in this'manner the 
lrnovement for G is started at an exactly prede 

‘ terminable point of the operating cycle of the 
negative movements, so that the proper relation 

' between the advancing motions" of negative and 
positive ?lms is automatically established. ’ After 
acertain period depending ‘upon the number of 

I picture frames between the red and green nega 
10 tive movements, cam I61 of delay switch D closes 

' contacts I14 and I15, magnet I20 is energized and 

15: 
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.film loop between II and I2, and thatithe cor-, 

25 

closes clutch 82, so that the movement for ?lm 
R beginsto run as'soon as the ?rst red negativev 
to be printed arrives in the aperture of'head I2.. 
This circuit does not require a safety switch 
similar to C, since cam I61 can'be positioned 
to energize I29' at an exactly predeterminable 
moment. Itis evident that the rotatory, speed of 
disk ‘I64, and the position of cam I61 thereon 
must be adjusted'according to the length of the 

responding time elapsing between the starting of 
‘the two positive movements respectively, can be 
varied by moving I61 on I64 or by changing the 
ratio of the gear which drives disk I64. The 
machine operates now normally, each negative 

' head transporting the ?lm N twice for one shift 
of ?lms G and R respectively“ In this manner, 
the two sets of alternating color aspect negatives 

30 
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. X or Yis opened and the machine stopped. If it ~ 
should be desired to print without anydimmer - 

60 

are properly separated,_the green aspect posi- I 
tives being printed on G, and the red/positives 
on‘ R. The dimmer control magnets 2H and 212 
are controlled by ?lm breakers PG and FR in - 
the circuits above described, FG and FR being 
operated by notches'or other marks at appropri 
ate points of the negative ?lm, as well known in 
the art. After the whole negative reel, or a de-, 
sired part thereof is printed, the machine is 
‘stopped by pressing one of stop buttons 233, 234. 
If it should be desired to start both positive'?lms 
together with the negative?lm, the clutches can 
be thrown in by hand before starting theprintery 

' so, that upon pressing button 23I, the negative 
as well as the positive movements start to run 
immediately. a p 
Switches X and Y are normally closed, and op 

erated by emergency stopping devices associated 
with the lamp housing ventilation and the nega 
tive ?lm movements respectively. Ifone'of these 
devices becomes operative, the respective switch 

change and/ or automatic control generally, as for 
example with only part of the ?lm movements, 

- switch 250 can be set in intermediate position and 
‘the clutches manually operated to suit ‘particu 
larjrequirements, with cam disks, I52 disconnected > 
and cam HIB'I removed. ' ' . 
In many instances, as for example for super 

visory or test purposes, it is required to print cer 
tain standardized ?lm lengths or “stubs'l’, for ex 
ample approximately 4% feet corresponding to 
'lzzframes, of each positive, in exactly the same 
manner as the normal printing would take place. 

65 This mode of operation will be referred to as “stub 

70 

hing”. For stubbing, both clutch cam disks are 
connected to their ?anges, the clutches disen 
gaged and switch 250 closed in its lower position, 
connecting the circuits described above‘for the 

" straight'run. The negative movements are then 
. started for example with button. 23I and, when 

75 

the desired portion of N appears in head II, posi 
tive movement3l is started with. button 215 and 
begins to print the green positives.‘ After the 
proper time, when the ?rst red negative to bev 

copied appears in I2, the delay switch D, proper 
ly set, throws'in clutch 82, starting head 32 by 
connecting shafts ‘I2 and 14 in correct relative 
position for unison motion of the movements in 
I2 and 32 and at the same time starting to rotate 
the cam disk for clutch 82. After the desired 
number of green frames is printed, cam I6I of 
cam disk I52, properly set, engages follower I31 

5 . 

and disconnects movement 3I at a moment which ‘ 
can be exactly predetermined due to the momen 

responding number of red pictures has been print 
ed, cam‘ I63 of the second clutch controller dis 
connects clutch 82 thereby'bringing the positive 
movement 32 to rest. The negative movements 
can be kept running, perhaps for printing a sec 
ond stub from the same ?lm reel, or the whole 

' printer can be stopped with 233 or 234. 
. The machine described‘ herein as an embodi 
vment of the invention is for example set for-print 
ing stubs of 72 frames, the loop between the 
green and red negative aperturescomp'rising 36 
frames of each color, or 72 ‘negative frames al 
together. ' 

, drawings start movement 32 after 36 green frames 
are printed. After 36 more green frames, and. 36' 
red frames are printed, the clutch controller dis-‘ 
connects movement 3I, 72 \green frames having 
beencopied, and after 36 more vred frames are 
printed, the controller, of clutch 82 disconnects 
movement 32. ‘f - , I > ' 

For purposes of determining certain charac 
teristics of a ?nal color ?lm made with the aidof 
separate positive ?lm strips G and R, especially 
for evolving the most favorable balance of the 
intensities of the printing colors, which depends 
to some degree upon the photographic character 
of the positives G and R and’therefore also of 
the, exposure, it is desirable to combine a series of 
prints covering a comparatively wide range of ex 
posures of the records of one color aspect of a 
certain scene, with a similar series of prints of 
the other color aspect. This procedure will be 
referred to as "wedging” and involves a change 
of the exposure light intensity for each consecu 
this positive ?lm frame, which, for several rea 
sons can not be advantageously controlled by 
marks, in the negative ?lm. The new printer is 
‘particularly adapted for operations of this type 
which are carried out in the following manner. 
The clutch control mechanisms and the delay 

switch are in‘operative position as for the stub 
bing operation described above,'but switch 250 is 
moved intoits upper position so that contacts 251 
to 262 and contacts 25I to 256 respectively are 
joined. This inserts the printer controlled ma 
chine dimmer switches MG and MR in the two 
dimmer ' control circuits (246-25I—25'I'—2'I I 
MG-252-258-24'I and 246—256-'-262—212_~. 
MR/—255—26I-—24'|) instead of the ?lmyoperated, 
dimmer switches,'without changing the clutch 
control circuits. As described before, machine 
dimmer switches MG and MR make one contact 
for each revolution of shafts ‘II and ‘I2, and there 
fore for each shift of the positive films. The 
printer is then started, andoperates as described 
‘for- the "stubbing” operation, with the exception 

- that the machine dimmer switches MG and MR 
are operative instead of the ?lm dimmer switches. 
During each closing of these switches, in the ‘pres 
ent example once for each frame change, the dim 
mers receive a'current impulse, so that the ex 
posure of-each frame is somewhat different from 
that of the preceding frame‘. ‘In the present in 
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The gears and cams as shown in the ' 
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stance, two positive ?lm strips, each with 144 75 
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tary action of clutch actuator I03. After the cor-' , . 
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frames differently exposed within ranges accord 
ing to the dimmer set-up, are obtained, whereby 
the operator needs merely to start the machine 
with button 23! and, when the appropriate por 
tion of the negative ?lm arrives at the aperture of 
ii, to start the positive drive with button 215. 
The machine prints then the two positive wedge 
stubs automatically and sets the positive drive at 
rest, whereupon the whole machine can be stopped 
by pressing 233, or anotherstub can be printed 
from the same negative reel by pressing button 
215 at the appropriate moment. 

It will be understood that the machine can be 
adjusted to meet various conditions and require 
ments; that, for example, stubs of any desired 
length can be printed, that, by adding a third 
negative head and a third positive head with the 
respective control- organs, - the printer can be 
adopted for printing from a negative bearing 
alternate records of three-colorsaspects, or that 
the light change for wedging can be initiated 
after any desired number of frames by suitably ' 
gearing machine switches MR and MG. 

It should be understood that the present dis 
closure is for the purpose of illustration only and 
that this invention includes all modi?cations and 
equivalents which fall within» the scope of the 
appended claims. > 

What is claimed:- 
1. A cinematographic‘ projection printer com- . 

prising two negative ?lm movements, each opti 
cally associated with a positive ?lm movement, 
means conjointly driving said negative move 
ments, and means for separately driving said pos 
itive movements from said conjoint driving 
means. 1‘ ‘ 

2. A cinematographic printer comprising a 
negative ?lm movement, a positive ?lm move 
ment associated therewith, means for driving said 
negative movement, means for coupling said pos 
itive movement with said driving means, and 
means controlled by said positive movement for - 
disconnecting said coupling means. a 

3. A, cinematographic printer comprising tw 
negative ?lm movements, two positive ?lm move 
ments associated therewith, means for con 
jointly driving said negative‘ movements, means 
for coupling each positive movement with said 
conjoint driving means, and means controlled by 
the respective positive movements for automati 
cally uncoupling each positive movement after a 
predetermined tiine from the operation of its 
coupling means. , t 

4. A cinematographic printer comprising two 
negative ?lm movements, two positive ?lm move 
ments associated therewith, means conjointly 
driving said negative movements, separate means 
for drivingly connecting each positive movement 
with said conjoint driving means, means associ- " 

, ated with one of said positive movements for mak 
ing its respective connecting means inoperative, 
and means associated with, said positive ‘move 
ment for making the connecting means for the 
second positive movement operative. ' 

5.‘ A cinematographic printer comprising two ‘ 
negative ?lm movements, two positive ?lm move 
ments associated therewith, a shaft driving said 
negative movements, ‘ couplings , connecting said 
positive movements with said shaft, means for 
‘closing said couplings, means associated with one I 
positive movement for automatically actuating 
said closing means for the other positive move 
ment, means for manually actuating the closing 
means for said ?rst positive movement, and 
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means associated with said positive movements 
for automatically disconnecting their respective 
couplings. 

6. A cinematographic printer comprising asso 
ciated negative and positive ?lm movements, a 5 
driving shaft for the negative movements, 
clutches connecting said positive movements to 
said shaft, solenoids for closing said clutches, and 
means controlled by one. of said positive move 
ments for energizing the clutch solenoid associ- l0 
ated with another positive movement. > 

7. A cinematographic printer comprising a ' 
negative and a positive ?lm movement, a driving 
shaft for the negative movement, a’side shaft and 
an auxiliary shaft connected by a clutch for driv- l5 
‘ing said positive ?lm movement, gears connect 
ing said driving and said auxiliary shaft, a cam 
disk geared to said side shaft and a clutch actu 
ating follower cooperating with said cam for 
opening said clutch. 

8. A cinematographic printer comprising a 
negative and a positive ?lm movement, a driving 
shaft for said negative movement, a clutch con 
necting said positive movement with said shaft, 

20 

‘a cam disk geared to said positive movement, a 25 
clutch actuating follower cooperating with said 
cam for opening said clutch, and means storing 
the energy transmitted to*said follower for mo 
mentary action at a predetermined position of 
said cam. ’ 30 

9. A cinematographic printer comprising a 
negative ?lm movement, a positive ?lm move 
ment, means for driving said negative move 
ment, a clutch intermediate said driving means _ 
and said positive movement, a control shaft 3° 
geared to said positive movement actuating an 
electric switch and a cam, clutch operating means 
including a clutch opening follower cooperating 
with said cam and a clutch closing solenoid ener 
gized by said switch, and a clutch actuator inter- 40 
mediate said clutch and said clutch operating 
means, said actuator .being adapted to'operate 
said clutch substantially instantaneously at pre 
determined positions of said control shaft. . 

- 10. A cinematographic printer comprising an 45 
electrically driven main shaft, a side shaft driv 
ing a ?lm movement, a clutch intermediate said 
main shaft and said side shaft, electric means for 
actuating said clutch and a switch in the actua 
tion circuit of said electric means, said switch 50 
being controlled by said main shaft, and com 
pleting said circuit at a predetermined position of 
the ‘clutch element associated with said main 
shaft. ’ . 

11. A cinematographic printer comprising two 55 
negative ?lm movements, two positive ?lm move 
ments associated therewith, a main shaft driving 
said negative movements, ,clutches intermediate 
said main shaft and said positive movements, 
electric clutch closing means for each clutch, 
clutch opening means for each clutch, control 
means for actuating the clutch closing means of 
one of said clutches when the other clutch has 
been closed for a predetermined period, and 
means for opening each clutch after apredeter 
mined time from its closing. 

12. A cinematographic printer comprising an~ 
electrically driven main shaft, a side shaft driv 
ing a ?lm movement, a clutch intermediate said 70 
main shaftand said side shaft, electric means for 
closing said clutch, and an actuating circuit for 
said clutch closing means including in series a 
hand operated switch and an automatic switch, 
said automatic switch being controlled by one of 75 

60 



" @switch only at a certain position of the shaft con 
; trolling said switch. - 

10 

yj 13. A cinematographic printer comprising a 
?lm movement, a film movement drive, electri 
cally controlled» means for coupling said move 
ment with said drive, electric means for initiating 
intensity changes of a printer light, associated 
with said movement, ?lm movement‘actuated 
means and ?lm controlled ‘means for electrically » 
controlling said light changing means, and 
*switching means for selectively energizing said 
{light changing means anclsaid coupling means 
together with either said ?lm movement actu 
ated means or‘said ?lm controlled means respec 
tively, and for alternatively deenergizing said ?lm 
movement actuated means, said. ?lm controlled 
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means and said coupling means. ~ 3 
H14. Acinem'atographic printer comprising a 

?lm movement drive, two ?lm movements asso 
ciated therewith through electrically controlled 
j?lm movement clutches, a control circuit for one 
of said clutches serially including a hand‘ oper 
ated clutch closing switch and a printer oper 
ated interlocking switch, a control circuit for the , 
second clutch including a printer operated clutch 
closing switch, a ?lm ‘controlled dimmer control 
circuit, a ?lm movement actuated dimmer control‘ 
circuit, and means for selectively energizing the‘ 
clutch control circuits, together either with said ' 
?lm controlled circuit or said ?lm movement 
actuated circuit respectively, and for completely 
disconnecting said circuits. _ , 

15. An electrically driven and controlled cine 
matographic printer comprising two primary ?lm 
movements, an electric main drive therefor, two 
secondary ?lm moveménts,two electrically con 
trolled ?lm movement clutches for operating said 
secondary movements from said drive, a main 
drive supply circuit, a control circuit for one of 
said clutches including in seriesa hand operated 
‘clutch actuating switch and a printeroperated 
interlocking switch, a clutch control circuit for 
the ‘second clutch including a printer drivev oper 
ated clutch actuating switch, a ?lm controlled 
dimmer control circuit, a printer operated dim 
~mer control circuit, a main switch‘for energiz-‘ 
ing said supply circuit and said control circuits, 
and a‘ switch for selectively energizing said clutch 
control circuits together either with' said mm 
controlled circuit or said ?lm movement actuated 
circuit respectively. , ' 1 

it‘. An electrically driven and1controlled cine-' 
matographic printer comprising an electric'main' 
drive, a drive supply circuit, electrically controlled 
?lm movement clutches with clutch control cir 
cuits, a dimmer control circuit, a mainswitch for 
energizing said supply circuit and said control, 
circuits, and an actuating circuit for said main 

I switch including a printer operated emergency 
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stopping switch for opening'said main switch by 
deenergizing said actuating circuit. . 

1'7. A cinematographic‘projection printer com 
prising two negative movements synchronously 
driven ‘to advance two sections of a ?lm strip, ' 
two positive ?lm movements optically associated 
with respective ones of said negative ?lm move 
ments and containing separatec?lms to. receive 
reproductions from said ?lm strip, means for 
actuating said positive ?lm movements in‘ syn-é 
chronism with said negative movements/and 
means for. ‘automatically stopping one of said 
actuating means dependent upon the progress of 
said ?lm strip in said negative movements. ' 
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said shafts,’ said automatic switch permitting 
‘,energization of said circuit through said hand 

7 
18. A cinematographic projection printer com‘ 

prising two‘ negative -movements synchronously 
' driven to advance two sections of a ?lm strip, two 
positive ?lm movements optically associated with 
respective ones of said negative ?lm movements 
and containing separate ?lms to receive repro 
ductions from said ?lm strip, means for actuat 
ing said positive ?lm movements in synchronism 
with said negative movements, and means for 
automatically starting one of said actuating 
means dependent upon the progress of said .?lm 
strip in said negative movements. 

‘ 19. A cinematographic projection printer 'com 
prising a negative ?lm movement and a positive 
?lm 'movement optically associated through a 

I lens system, for bringing printing ‘and printed 
into consecutive exposure ?lms respectively 

positions, means for driving said ?lm movements 
in synchronism and means actuated by said driv 
ing means for effectively connecting said positive 
movement to said drivingmeans after said nega 
tive movement has been driven to bring its ?lm 
into a predetermined number of exposure-posi 
tions. - 

20. A cinematographic projection printer com 
prising two negative ?lm ‘movements and two 
positive ?lm movements optically associated 
through lens systems, for bringing printing and 
printed ?lms respectively into consecutive expo 
sure positions, means for driving said ?lm move 
ments in synchronism and means actuated by 
said driving means for effectively connecting one 
of said positive movements to said driving means 
after said negative movements and the other one 
'of said positive movements have been driven to 
bring their ?lms into a predetermined number of 
‘exposure positions. ' ~ 

‘ " 21. A cinematographic projection printer com 

prising two negative ?lm movements, each o'pti 
cally associated with a positive ?lm movement, 
means for driving said negative movements, sep 
arate actuating means for each positivemove 

' ment, and means for connecting and disconnect 
ing said driving means and each of said separate 
actuating means. ' i . 

22. A cinematographic,print'er'comprising two 
negative ?lm movements, two positive ?lm move 
ments associated therewith, means for driving 
said negative movements, means for‘ drivingly 
coupling one of said positive movements with 
said driving means, and means controlled by said 
?rst positive movement for automatically cou 
pling said other positive movement with said 
driving means. _ _ i ' 

23. A cinematographic printer-comprising two 
negative ?lm movements, two positive ?lm move 
,ments associated therewith, means for driving 
said negative movements, means for coupling one 
of said positive movements with said driving 
means, and means for automatically uncoupling 
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said one of said positive movements after a pre- 3 
determined time from its coupling with said 
driving means. _ . 

24. A cinematographic printer comprising. a 
negative ?lm movement, a positive ?lm movement 
associated therewith, a shaft driving said nega 
tive movement, a coupling“ connecting said posi 

‘ tive movement with said shaft, a cam driven from " 
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said positive movement, and means operated by . 
said cam for opening'said coupling. 

25. A cinematographic printer comprising a 
I negative ?lm movement, a positive ?lm move 
ment associated therewith, a shaft driving said 

70 

negative movement,>a clutch connecting said pos-l 
itive movement with said, shaft, means for open- 75 ' 
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movement for operating said opening means in 
synchronism with said positive movement, and 
means for disengaging said cam from said move 
ment. 

26. In a cinematographic printer, two negative 
?lm movements, two positive ?lm movements 
associated therewith, a drive for the negative 
movements, actuating means for each positive 
movement, means for manually connecting one 
‘actuating means to said drive, automatic means 
controlled by said ?rst actuating means for con 
necting the other actuating means to said drive, 
and automatic means for disconnecting the actu 
ating means after predetermined intervals from 
their connection to the drive. ~ 

27. A cinematographic printer comprising two 
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ing said clutch, a, cam geared to said positive, pairs of optically associated negative and posi 

tive ?lm movements, 9. driving shaft for the neg 
ative movements, separate driving and driven 
shafts for each positive movement, clutches inter 
mediate said driven and driving positive shafts,‘ 5 
gears connecting said positive and said negative 
driving shafts, manually controlled means for 
closing one of said clutches and automatic means 
for closing the other clutch, said automatic means 
being controlled by the driven shaft associated in 
with said ?rst clutch. 

MALCOLM; H. AME'S. 
CAMBRIDG' TRUST COMPANY, 

Executor of the Last Will and Testament of 
Leonard T. Troland, Deceased, 

{By A. M. Assistant Secretary. 
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